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SALES LEDGER 

 Improvements have been made to the ‘Set Customer On-Stop Status’ program. A new column 

has been added to the main display table to show the credit limit of each customer account.  

A new ‘Cred.Lim’ option button has also been added. If this option is selected, the credit limit and on-

stop status columns in the main table are enabled so that both the credit limit and on-stop status can 

be amended at the same time.  

The existing ‘On Stop’ option remains unchanged – selecting this option allows amendment of the on-

stop status only.  

New ‘Export’ and ‘Import’ option buttons have also been added. The Export option creates a CSV file 

containing one line per customer, in account reference sequence, containing the account reference, 

customer name, credit limit, on-stop flag, and letter type. This will enable the credit limit, on stop and 

letter type defaults to be modified on the CSV file and using the Import option can be imported back 

into prof.ITplus. Any changes that are made from the imported file will be recorded in the customer 

amendments log (if enabled).  

Because the hotkey for the Export option has been set to ‘E’, the hotkey for the existing ‘Expand Cust’ 

option has been changed to ‘U’. 
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STOCK CONTROL 

 An 'Import' option has been added to the 'Set Up Product Alias Codes' program. 

Selecting the Import option will display a file browser dialog with a default file name of 

"StockAlias.csv". The file should contain two comma-separated columns, with the first being the 

stock code and the second column being the alias code. Stock codes can be repeated on multiple 

lines if the item has a number of different alias codes. If a header line is included in the file, the 

first column must be named 'STOCK CODE'. 

 

File example: 

 

STOCK CODE,ALIAS CODE 

STCODE1,ST1-ALIAS1 

STCODE1,ST1-ALIAS2 

STCODE1,ST1-ALIAS3 

STCODE2,ST2-ALIAS1 

STCODE3,ST3-ALIAS1 

 

On completion of the import a table will display a list of imported and failed records - failure to 

import may be due to the stock code not existing in prof.ITplus or the combination of stock code 

and alias code already being recorded. 
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NOMINAL LEDGER 

 When using the Post Cash Transfers program and transferring from/to foreign currency 

bank accounts, the program has been modified to allow users to type in sterling and foreign 

currency values.   

The current exchange rate as set within company details will be used as a default, while in the 

Exch. Rate field, the user can now select F7, this will allow access to the For. Curr. Field to enter 

the foreign currency value being transferred.  This will automatically calculate the exchange rate 

for this transaction. 

 

 

 

 

 

SALES ORDER PROCESSING 

 Improvements have been made to the ‘Display/Manage Orders By Customer’ with a 

parameter to control whether the table is refreshed after jumping to another program.  Within 

the General section of the sales order parameters a new checkbox ‘Refresh?’ has been added. 

This parameter will be ticked by default. This will automatically refresh the ‘Display/Manage 

Orders By Customer’ after leaving and returning to the program. 
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Previously, the table would always have been rebuilt and redisplayed following a ‘Jump’ to 

another program, to ensure that any changes made in that other program would accurately be 

shown on return. When very large numbers of orders were being displayed and when no 

changes were being made while outside the program, the unnecessary redisplaying of the table 

could take several seconds.  

A ‘RfrshLck/RfrshUnl’ toggle option button has been added to the ‘Display/Manage Orders By 

Customer’ program to control whether the table display should be automatically refreshed after 

leaving and returning to the program. The new option button allows the user to decide whether 

the automatic redisplay should be actioned. On initial entry to the program, the default behaviour 

and the label of the option button will be set from the new ‘Refresh?’ SOP parameter described 

above. If the parameter is ticked, the table will initially be redisplayed unless the user selects 

the ‘RfrshLck’ option. If the parameter is not ticked, the table will not redisplay unless the user 

selects the ‘RfrshUnl’ option. Continuing to select the new option button will toggle the behaviour 

between redisplay and no redisplay – pressing ‘RfrshUnl’ will itself force a redisplay of the table. 

 

 New parameters have been added into the Balance Checks section. If delivery accounts 

are placed on stop, the balance check parameters can now be set against the delivery account. 

  

If a delivery account is on stop but the invoice account is not, then the on stop checks will 

respond to the delivery account status. 

If a delivery account is not on stop but the invoice account is, then the invoice account will 

override the delivery account. 

If both accounts are on stop then the invoice account settings would still override the delivery 

account. For example, the delivery account might be set to ‘Warn’ and the invoice account set 

to ‘Hold’. A warning for the delivery account would appear, followed by the hold prompt for the 

invoice account. 
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 New parameter added into the Alloc/Desp section, to allow allocation of orders to on-stop 

delivery accounts. 

 

 

If the invoice account settings are more restrictive than the delivery account, the invoice account 

settings will take precedence. 

If both boxes are unticked, stock will not be allocated to any on-stop orders. 

If the delivery account box is ticked and the invoice account unticked and the delivery account 

is on stop but the invoice account is not on stop, then stock will be allocated. 

If the delivery account is unticked, the invoice account also, the delivery account is on stop but 

the invoice account is not on stop then stock will not be allocated 

If the delivery account box is unticked, the invoice account is unticked, the delivery account is 

not on stop, the invoice account is on stop the stock will not be allocated 

 

 A ‘ChngAddr’ option has been added to the ‘Display An Archived Order’ program. Selecting 

the option will display a window in which the delivery address of an archived order can be 

changed. The reason for adding this facility is to provide the means of correcting an address 

where it is found to be incorrect, so that there is no possibility that the incorrect address can be 

picked up again when adding another order for the customer and searching through previous 

delivery addresses. 

 

 

 myHermes has been added to the carrier integration file formats. When myHermes is 

selected as a carrier, a csv file is appended to throughout the day for uploading to the myHermes 

website when you are ready to manifest the orders and book deliveries. The file is in the standard 

myHermes domestic csv format. 

 

 

 Palletways has been added to the carrier integration file formats. When Palletways is 

selected as a carrier, a csv file is appended to throughout  the day for uploading to the 

Palletways portal when you are ready to manifest the orders and book deliveries. The file is in 

the standard Palletways csv format. 

Please contact the support team or your account manager for further information  about carrier 

integration. 
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 Sagepay integration can now be enabled.  Please contact your account manager for more 

information. 

 

 

INVOICING & PRICING 

 
 

 Export and Import option buttons have been added to the ‘Discount Categories’ program in 
the ‘Customer Discounts’ sub-menu, to enable discount category codes and percentages to be 
maintained ‘off-system’. The Export option creates a CSV file containing one line per discount 
category, in group/type/category sequence, containing the product group code, product type 
code, discount category, and all three discount percentages. The Import option reads in a CSV 
file in the same format as the exported file, creating new discount categories where they do not 

exist, and amending any of the three discount percentages for those categories that do exist. 
 
 

 Export and Import option buttons have also been added to the ‘Customer Discount 
Categories’ program in the ‘Customer Discounts’ sub-menu, to enable customer discount 
category codes to be maintained ‘off-system’. The Export option creates a CSV file containing 
one line per discount category per customer, in account reference/group/type/category 
sequence, containing the account reference, customer name, product group code, product type 
code, and discount category. The Import option reads in a CSV file in the same format as the 
exported file, creating new customer discount categories where they do not exist, and amending 
the discount category for those customer/group/type combinations that do exist. 

 
 

 A change has been made to the ‘Create/Transfer/Delete Special Prices’ program on the 
‘Special Customer Prices’ sub-menu so that all expired special prices can be deleted for a 
specified customer. On selecting the Delete option, a ‘Delete Expired Matrices?’ checkbox will 
appear. If the checkbox is ticked, a ‘Delete Matrices that Expire On or Before’ textbox will be 
enabled, so that the appropriate date can be entered. All prices that expire on or before the date 
(subject to them falling within any of the ranges that make up the rest of the selection criteria) 
will be deleted. 
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CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT (CRM) 

 ‘Import Contact Mail Shot Indicators’ has been added into the CRM Customer Import menu, 

option 6. 

This will enable users to bulk update the contact mailshot indicator from a CSV file containing 

existing email addresses, selecting to Subscribe or Unsubscribe from mailshots together with a 

Campaign Title and/or Reason.  

Before the import is run, the event code/s will need to be setup in CRM reference tables, setup 

CRM Event Types. 

Field positions – there isn’t a fixed format for the import file.  The field positions must be set the 

first time  a user runs the update.  These will be stored and re-displayed for subsequent imports.   

Email address - mandatory  

Campaign Title and Reason - optional.  If entered the first 250 characters in these fields will be 

stored against the CRM event created when a mailshot is updated. 

Event Type – mandatory, the event type entered after the first import will be stored and re-

displayed for subsequent imports. 

 

Once Import is selected the default will be Unsubscribe. 

Update – Email address, customer and totals are shown during the update. 

Total Updated – total number of contacts updated 

➢ Back to top 
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Total Rejected – total number of lines rejected because the email address was not found on the 

contact file. 

An event will be created for each mailshot indicator changed. The event memo showing the 

email address together with the campaign title and/or reason (if a field position was entered). 

 

If the same email address is recorded against more than one CRM account, each occurrence 

of the email address will be updated. One event will be created for each contact updated.  
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STANDARD INFORMATION  

Permissions  

To provide access to any new programs, an administration user needs to use the “Set Up 
Permissions” option (accessed via the “Admin Menu” icon on the Utility Bar at the top of the 
screen) to grant permission to use the new menu / sub-menu to all users who are authorised to 
use the facilities. 

 
Note: When released, adoption of new features may require stationery amendments or would 
benefit from onsite or internet based (LogMeIn) training sessions and will be charged at the 
prevailing rate. Please contact OGL Software Support or your Account Manager for advice. 

Future Development 

As part of long-term developments, some programs have already been modified to allow for 

future functionality, and various new fields or buttons will be visible to users. None of these new 

fields will be useable at present and the system will continue to operate entirely as normal. 

Note: The performance of prof.ITplus can be significantly affected by the specification of the 

users’ PC and in particular the amount of memory available. Every effort is made to ensure that 

prof.ITplus operates as efficiently as possible, but to keep pace with new OGL and Windows 

developments and ensure user productivity is maintained, it is recommended that all PC’s and 

Servers are regularly reviewed to ensure optimum performance. 

Microsoft Support 

Use of Microsoft Office Products such as Excel, Word and Outlook are used regularly in 
conjunction with prof.ITplus. 

With the cessation of support in April 2014 by Microsoft of the Office 2003 Suite, together with 

Office 2007 having now reached the end of its support lifecycle, OGL will no longer actively 

develop for, or amend, programs to work with these products. Where practical we will attempt, 

on a reasonable endeavours basis, to resolve any incompatibility problems reported, however it 

is OGL’s recommendation that unsupported Microsoft products should be upgraded to Office 

365 or 2016 with immediate effect to ensure compatibility is maintained. 

More information about Microsoft’s end of life policy can be found at 

http://support.microsoft.com/lifecycle/ 
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